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This challenging and original study examines the most important aspects of popular political culture in eighteenth-century Britain. The first
part explores the way the British people could influence existing political institutions or could exploit their existing powers, by looking at the
role of the people in parliamentary elections, in a wide range of pressure groups, in their local urban communities, and in popular
demonstrations. The second part shows how the British people became increasingly politicised during the eighteenth century and how they
tried to shape or defend their political world.
Tackabury's Atlas of the State of Michigan is an unchanged, high-quality reprint of the original edition of 1884. Hansebooks is editor of the
literature on different topic areas such as research and science, travel and expeditions, cooking and nutrition, medicine, and other genres. As
a publisher we focus on the preservation of historical literature. Many works of historical writers and scientists are available today as antiques
only. Hansebooks newly publishes these books and contributes to the preservation of literature which has become rare and historical
knowledge for the future.
For more than 70 years, Gun Digest has been the go-to source and research guide for firearms enthusiasts worldwide. Informative and
entertaining articles by the top writers in the field cover hunting, personal defense, target practice, gun making, and collecting.
This is an authoritative presentation and discussion of the most basic thematic elements universally found in folklore and literature. The
reference provides a detailed analysis of the most common archetypes or motifs found in the folklore of selected communities around the
world. Each entry is written by a noted authority in the field, and includes accompanying reference citations. Entries are keyed to the MotifIndex of Folk Literature by Stith Thompson and grouped according to that Index's scheme. The reference also includes an introductory essay
on the concepts of archetypes and motifs and the scholarship associated with them. This is the only book in English on motifs and themes
that is completely folklore oriented, deals with motif numbers, and is tied to the Thompson Motif-Index. It includes in-depth examination of
such motifs as: Bewitching; Chance and Fate; Choice of Roads; Death or Departure of the Gods; the Double; Ghosts and Other Revenants;
the Hero Cycle; Journey to the Otherworld; Magic Invulnerability; Soothsayer; Transformation; Tricksters.
Now in a revised and updated second edition, this practical guide remains an invaluable resource for improving the management of hip and
pelvis injuries and presents a spectrum of treatment options for children, adolescents, adults and special populations. Opening with valuable
clinical pearls for each topic, differential diagnosis is emphasized throughout the chapters, and evidence-based guidelines and sport-specific
considerations aid the reader with injury evaluation and care. From fundamentals—including epidemiology, history and physical examination,
imaging and gait assessment—to functional therapeutic interventions, injection techniques, taping and bracing, and both surgical and nonsurgical interventions, The Hip and Pelvis in Sports Medicine and Primary Care, Second Edition is ideal for sports medicine physicians,
primary care physicians, physical therapists and athletic trainers alike.
Consulting-specifying EngineerEconomic ConcentrationHearings Before the Subcommittee on Antitrust and Monopoly of the Committee on
the Judiciary, United States Senate, Eighty-eighth Congress, Second Session [-Ninety-first Congress, First Session].Gas Pipeline
HydraulicsTrafford Publishing
Long-established as a definitive resource by Wall Street professionals, The Complete Guide to Option Pricing Formulas has been revised and
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updated to reflect the realities of today's options markets. The Second Edition contains a complete listing of virtually every pricing formula_ all
presented in an easy-to-use dictionary format, with expert author commentary and ready-to-use programming code. The Second Edition of
this classic guide now includes more than 60 new option models and formulas...extensive tables providing an overview of all formulas...new
examples and applications...and an updated CD containing all pricing formulas, with VBA code and ready-to-use Excel spreadsheets. The
volume also features several new chapters covering such things as: option sensitivities, discrete dividend, commodity options, and two
chapters on numerical methods covering trees, finite difference and Monte Carlo Simulation. The new edition of The Complete Guide to
Option Pricing Formulas offers quick access to: Options Pricing Overview Black-Scholes-Merton Black-Scholes-Merton Greeks Analytical
Formulas for American Options Exotic Options Single Asset Exotic Options on Two Assets Black-Scholes-Merton Adjustments and
Alternatives Trees and Finite Difference Methods Monte Carlo Simulation Options on Stocks that Pay Discrete Dividends Commodity and
Energy Options Interest Rate Derivatives Volatility and Correlation Distributions Some Useful Formulas: Interpolation, Interest Rates, and
Risk-Reward Measures This all-in-one options pricing guide contains a numerical example or a table with values for each option pricing
formula. The book also includes a helpful glossary of notations, as well as an extensive bibliography of related books and articles.
"Multiphase flow and heat transfer have found a wide range of applications in several engineering and science fields such as mechanical
engineering, chemical and petrochemical engineering, nuclear engineering, energy engineering, material engineering, ocea"

Scaling Networks Companion Guide is the official supplemental textbook for the Scaling Networks course in the Cisco®
CCNA® Academy® This course describes the architecture, components, and operations of routers and switches in a
large and complex network. You will learn how to configure routers and switches for advanced functionality. By the end of
this course, you will be able to configure and troubleshoot routers and switches and resolve common issues with OSPF,
EIGRP, STP, and VTP in both IPv4 and IPv6 networks. You will also develop the knowledge and skills needed to
implement DHCP and DNS operations in a network. The Companion Guide is designed as a portable desk reference to
use anytime, anywhere to reinforce the material from the course and organize your time. The book's features help you
focus on important concepts to succeed in this course: Chapter objectives--Review core concepts by answering the focus
questions listed at the beginning of each chapter. Key terms--Refer to the lists of networking vocabulary introduced and
highlighted in context in each chapter. Glossary--Consult the comprehensive Glossary with over 180 terms. Summary of
Activities and Labs--Maximize your study time with this complete list of all associated practice exercises at the end of
each chapter. Check Your Understanding--Evaluate your readiness with the end-of-chapter questions that match the
style of questions you see in the online course quizzes. The answer key explains each answer. Related Title: Scaling
Networks Lab Manual ISBN-13: 978-1-58713-325-1 ISBN-10: 1-58713-325-3 Interactive Activities--Reinforce your
understanding of topics with all the different exercises from the online course identified throughout the book with this icon.
Videos--Watch the videos embedded within the online course. Packet Tracer Activities--Explore and visualize networking
concepts using Packet Tracer exercises interspersed throughout the chapters. Hands-on Labs--Work through allthe
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course labs and Class Activities that are included in the course and published in the separate Lab Manual.
A girl abandoned by her parents. A disabled princess who fights all odds to become the most feared warrior queen. A
woman almost forced into sati by her trusted prime minister. A mother whose son brands her as a witch. This is the story
of Rani Didda, the forgotten Hindu queen of undivided Kashmir. History is often unkind and cruel to women, especially
women who wield power. Trampled by wars and religious crusades, lies hidden the story of a glorious woman who was
considered a harbinger of bad times when she was born but went on to become a legendary warriorthe saviour of
Srinagaram, the capital city of Kashmir. Didda: The Warrior Queen of Kashmir is the untold story of a womans rise to
power during the tenth century. The legend of Didda is entwined with a life of solitary struggles against prejudice and
patriarchy. She eventually went on to rule the unified Kashmir encompassing the Lohar Kingdom and Kashmir for a
period of forty-four years, taking it to glorious heights and making it the most powerful kingdom in mediaeval Asia. The
foundation laid by Didda helped Kashmir defeat the dreaded warlord Mahmud of Ghaznavi twice.
Lost In Yaba is about my time in Laos. I planned to travel for a year aroundthe world, but I ended up staying in Laos for
eleven months, and then going back there again foranother four months. 'Yaba' is a popular drug in Laos, and in this
story I show how this drug can takecontrol of both foreigners and locals. This book shows the lies and manipulation used
by Lao peoplein the tourist area of Vientiane, and it shows the strange life that some foreigners lead in the Laos capital
ofVientiane.
Sophomore Cammie Bliss has long been labeled a stalker by her peers, but when a cute new boy named Toby arrives at
her small town high school, Cammie has a chance to be "normal." Trouble is, she can't really help herself and she's up to
her old tricks of "intense observation and following" pretty quick. Making things worse, her younger brother is dating one
of the most popular girls in the school, her parents have separated, and her dad has begun to watch their house most
nights. Cammie has simply got to figure out why she behaves the way she does, and end it once and for all. Find out if
Cammie is successful in Carley Moore's hilrious and poignant The Stalker Chronicles.
Turbomachinery presents the theory and design of turbomachines with step-by-step procedures and worked-out examples. This
comprehensive reference emphasizes fundamental principles and construction guidelines for enclosed rotators and contains end-of-chapter
problem and solution sets, design formulations, and equations for clear understanding of key aspects in machining function, selection,
assembly, and construction. Offering a wide range of illustrative examples, the book evaluates the components of incompressible and
compressible fluid flow machines and analyzes the kinematics and dynamics of turbomachines with valuable definitions, diagrams, and
dimensionless parameters.
This book has been considered by academicians and scholars of great significance and value to literature. This forms a part of the knowledge
base for future generations. So that the book is never forgotten we have represented this book in a print format as the same form as it was
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originally first published. Hence any marks or annotations seen are left intentionally to preserve its true nature.
One of the visionary architects of the twentieth century, John Lautner designed dramatically innovative buildings with a rare sensitivity to site,
vista, and structure. Accompanying a full-scale exhibition on Lautner at Los Angeles’s Hammer Museum, this is the first publication to
comprehensively explore his work, including his apprenticeship with Frank Lloyd Wright and the cultural and geographical context of Los
Angeles, through an intensive examination of the archives of the John Lautner Foundation. Although Lautner’s dramatic houses are wellknown, this is the first time his work has been seriously examined by scholars. Historian Nicholas Olsberg contributes an analysis of
Lautner’s evolution, providing social and cultural context. Architect Frank Escher covers the relationship between his experiments in structure
and poetics of space, and Jean-Louis Cohen discusses Lautner’s place in new design tendencies.This richly illustrated monograph includes
previously unpublished sketches, drawings, construction images, and Lautner’s own photographs to unveil the evolution, originality, and logic
of his designs, focusing on the atmospheres and vistas they establish and the connections to landscape and sensory fluidity that mark their
innovative spatial arguments.
Brilliantly and abundantly illustrated, this dynamic resource is the most comprehensive, research-based, reader-friendly text on kinesiology.
An engaging approach explores the fundamental principles in vivid detail and clarifies the link between the structure and function of the
musculoskeletal system to help you ensure a clear, confident understanding. UNIQUE! Clinical Connections boxes in each chapter enhance
your understanding and promote practical application. Special Focus boxes and clinical examples throughout the text bridge classroom
content with real-world application to help you succeed in practice. Logically organized content establishes an understanding of fundamental
concepts before moving on to more complex material to make learning easier. Chapter outlines provide a framework for learning and enable
you to reference specific topics at a glance. UNIQUE! A companion Evolve Resources website reinforces your understanding through
kinesiology video clips and answers to study questions. UNIQUE! More than 500 high-quality, full-color illustrations clarify musculoskeletal
anatomy and reinforce anatomic concepts. Study questions in each chapter test your comprehension and strengthen your critical-thinking
capabilities.

"A very full Directory persons who are engaged in the industrial pursuits of the State ... With this is connected an
Advertising Department ... a concise History of the State ... [and] a description of its Area and Surface, of its Rivers,
Lakes and Mountains, and the present condition of the Aboriginal Inhabitants"--Preface.
This book covers liquid pipeline hydraulics as it applies to transportation of liquids through pipelines in a single phase
steady state environment. It will serve as a practical handbook for engineers, technicians and others involved in design
and operation of pipelines transporting liquids. Currently, existing books on the subject are mathematically rigorous,
theoretical and lack practical applications. Using this book, engineers can better understand and apply the principles of
hydraulics to their daily work in the pipeline industry without resorting to complicated formulas and theorems. Numerous
examples from the author’s real life experience are included to illustrate application of pipeline hydraulics.
This book is concerned with the steady state hydraulics of natural gas and other compressible fluids being transported
through pipelines. Our main approach is to determine the flow rate possible and compressor station horsepower required
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within the limitations of pipe strength, based on the pipe materials and grade. It addresses the scenarios where one or
more compressors may be required depending on the gas flow rate and if discharge cooling is needed to limit the gas
temperatures. The book is the result of over 38 years of the authors' experience on pipelines in North and South America
while working for major energy companies such as ARCO, El Paso Energy, etc.
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